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SITUATIONAL AWARENESS USING
DISTRIBUTED DATA FUSION
WITH EVIDENCE DISCOUNTING

Antonio Di Pietro, Stefano Panzieri and Andrea Gasparri

Abstract Data fusion provides a means for combining pieces of information from
various sources and sensors. This chapter presents a data fusion method-
ology for interdependent critical infrastructures that leverages a dis-
tributed algorithm that allows the sharing of the possible causes of faults
or threats affecting the infrastructures, thereby enhancing situational
awareness. Depending on the degree of coupling, the algorithm mod-
ulates the information content provided by each infrastructure using a
data fusion technique called evidence discounting. The methodology is
applied to a case study involving a group of dependent critical infrastruc-
tures. Simulation results demonstrate that the methodology is resilient
to temporary faults in the critical infrastructure communications layer.
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1. Introduction

Combining pieces of information through data fusion techniques can enhance
the security of critical infrastructure systems by providing improved situational
awareness that supports decision making. Usually, critical infrastructure sys-
tems combine the information coming from their sensors individually, without
sharing information regarding their operating states with other infrastructures.
This is mainly due to the fact that the delivery of sensitive information to ex-
ternal entities poses security issues (see, e.g., [6, 21]). However, in real-time
environments, there are numerous scenarios in which allowing full information
exchange could be beneficial.

Foglietta et al. [9] have applied an algorithm based on the work of Gasparri
et al. [11] to share information among a set of critical infrastructures in order to
produce common knowledge and decrease the possibility of producing cascading
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effects. In their approach, the infrastructures – implemented as “agents” –
constitute a connected network and combine their local information about their
operating states using a distributed algorithm. However, the approach requires
the network to have a spanning tree topology.

Ducourthial et al. [8] have proposed a distributed algorithm that implements
data fusion in unknown topologies. The algorithm computes the confidence of
each node by combining all the data received from its neighbors using a “dis-
counted cautious operator” and without relying on a central node for data
collection. The algorithm converges for any initial configuration and for any
unknown network topology. However, the algorithm requires the network topol-
ogy to become stable (i.e., nodes and links are fixed and agents do not perform
any dynamic observations) in order to reach convergence.

Considerable research has focused on applying data fusion techniques to
enhance the security of critical infrastructures. Genge et al. [12] have em-
ployed cyber-physical data fusion based on the Dempster-Shafer theory [3, 17]
to combine knowledge from the cyber and physical dimensions of critical in-
frastructures in order to implement an anomaly detection system. The system
was validated in a scenario involving distributed denial-of-service attacks on an
information network whose disturbances propagated to a simulated power grid.
However, the centralized nature of this approach (i.e., all the data must be col-
lected by a single node that performs data aggregation) limits its robustness to
single node failures.

Oliva et al. [13] have presented a distributed consensus algorithm based on
fuzzy numbers and subsequently applied it to a case study related to crisis
management. The algorithm provides consensus on the overall criticality of a
situation based on the information provided by human operators regarding the
state of critical infrastructures. However, the algorithm is complex and requires
the generation of appropriate fuzzy membership functions to model operator
opinions. Sousa et al. [20] have proposed a critical infrastructure protection
methodology based on distributed algorithms and mechanisms implemented
between a set of devices that provide secure gossip-based information diffusion
among infrastructures. Although the methodology ensures that the data traffic
satisfies security policies for mitigating cyber attacks, it lacks flexibility when
dealing with physical threats or uncertain threats.

This chapter presents a data fusion methodology for interdependent critical
infrastructures based on the algorithm of Ducourthial et al. [8] to exchange in-
formation between critical infrastructures and, thus, increase situational aware-
ness. Simulation results show that each infrastructure converges without relying
on a static network topology and despite the presence of link failures (e.g., due
to natural disasters or cyber attacks). With respect to distributed consensus,
the methodology enables each infrastructure to converge and, thus, capture the
particular behavior of an infrastructure that, due to its specific dependencies
and/or internal failures, may exhibit a particular state. Moreover, the mod-
eling of failures and threats using the Dempster-Shafer formalism takes into
account the imprecision and uncertainty in detecting events without the need
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to specify membership functions as required by fuzzy-based approaches. The
cautious operator [5] and an evidence discounting function are used to aggregate
information provided by the connected infrastructures. This operator ensures
network convergence when the network topology and direct confidences are
stable [7, 8]. The evidence discounting concept was introduced by Shafer [17]
to account for the reliability of source information. Cherfaoui et al. [2] have
applied evidence discounting to a network of agents based on the distance and
age of received messages before combining them with local knowledge. The
proposed methodology uses evidence discounting to decrease the information
content provided by a supporting infrastructure that is loosely coupled.

2. Overview of the Methodology

The theoretical framework of Rinaldi et al. [16] defines several dimensions
of an infrastructure interdependency: (i) type of interdependency; (ii) infras-
tructure environment; (iii) coupling characteristics; (iv) type of failure; (v)
infrastructure characteristics; and (vi) state of operation. As will be discussed
later, the proposed methodology addresses three dimensions: (i) coupling char-
acteristics (e.g., tight or loose according to Perrow [15]); (ii) type of failure (e.g.,
cascading or common cause or escalating failures); and (iii) state of operation
(e.g., normal or stressed).

In order to effectively model and simulate the dynamic behavior of infrastruc-
tures, several researchers have engaged the network-based paradigm [14], repre-
senting infrastructures as network nodes and physical connections between the
infrastructures as links (edges). The nodes and edges in an infrastructure topol-
ogy deliver/consume services and/or resources to/from other nodes. However,
in the proposed methodology, while infrastructures are represented as nodes,
the edges correspond to communications channels that allow the exchange of
information about the possible cause(s) of faults. The resulting information
sharing framework provides higher information content at each infrastructure
layer regarding the possible evolution of the state of operation of each infras-
tructure. This information can be used by decision makers to take immediate
countermeasures and, thereby, decrease the possibility of cascading effects.

The proposed methodology involves three steps:

Event Detection: Each infrastructure produces local information (e.g.,
by using sensors) called “direct confidence” regarding the credibility of
possible normal and stressed operating states.

Knowledge Aggregation: The infrastructures aggregate their local in-
formation according to the gossip communications paradigm [1] to pro-
duce more informative data called “distributed confidence” regarding the
credibility of possible normal and stressed operating states.

Convergence: At a certain time, the information has been distributed
to such an extent that the distributed confidence of each infrastructure
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does not vary (i.e., the agents representing each infrastructure reach con-
vergence).

The Dempster-Shafer formalism [3, 17] is used to deal with the imprecision
and uncertainty in detecting events. As explained later, each infrastructure i,
when fusing its information with the information received from an infrastruc-
ture j, discounts the incoming information according to the degree of coupling
between infrastructure i and infrastructure j. In other words, information com-
ing from a loosely coupled infrastructure is considered to be less relevant than
information coming from a tightly coupled infrastructure; this expresses the
fact that the state of operation of the inputs from the supplying infrastructure
would have small or large effects on the receiving infrastructure.

Fusing information from two infrastructures requires knowledge of the degree
of coupling of the infrastructures. One approach is to use statistical analysis of
historical data about the number of disruptions initiated by one infrastructure
that caused cascading failures in a second infrastructure; this provides evidence
whether the two infrastructures are tightly or loosely coupled. van Eeten et
al. [23] have analyzed public media articles about infrastructure disruptions
that occurred in The Netherlands from 2010 to 2014. Their analysis revealed
that, depending on the infrastructures where the cascading-initiating failures
occurred, certain infrastructures were more frequently affected by cascading
failures than other infrastructures. For example, when considering health as
the affected sector, 50% of the cascading-initiating failures occurred in the
energy sector, 13% in the telecommunications and water sectors, and 24% were
the result of internal failures.

With regard to agent (infrastructure) interaction in this work, simulation re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed methodology is robust to communications
link failures occurring in disaster scenarios. Moreover, a strategy is proposed
to update the confidence of each node when a specific communications link is
unavailable due to: (i) physical destruction of network infrastructure compo-
nents; (ii) disruptions in supporting infrastructures; and (iii) disruptions due
to congestion [22].

3. Data Fusion

The theory of evidence is a formalism that can be used to model imprecision
and uncertainty. The theory, introduced by Dempster [3] and Shafer [17] (also
known as the Dempster-Shafer theory), embraces the intuitive idea of associat-
ing a number between zero and one to model the degree of confidence of a propo-
sition with partial (e.g., uncertain or imprecise) evidence. Let Ω = {ω1, ..., ωn}
be the set of possible values of a variable ω where the elements ωi are assumed
to be mutually exclusive. Let Γ(Ω) � 2Ω = {γ1, ..., γ|Γ|} be the associated
power set. In this framework, the set Ω, which is referred to as the “frame of
discernment,” quantifies the confidence of propositions of the form: “the true
value of ω is in γ” with γ ∈ 2Ω.
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Definition 1 (Basic Belief Assignment) A function m : 2Ω → [0, 1]
is called a basic belief assignment (BBA) m if

∑
γa∈2Ω m(γa) = 1 with m(∅) =

0.

Definition 2 (Commonality Function) A BBA m can be equivalently
represented by its associated commonality q : 2Ω → [0, 1] defined as:

q(γa) =
∑

γb⊇γa

m(γb), γa ∈ 2Ω (1)

Thus, for γa ∈ 2Ω, m(γa) is the portion of confidence that supports exactly
γa (i.e., the fact that the true value of ω is in γa) but, due to the lack of further
information, does not support any strict subset of γa.

The main limitation of the Dempster-Shafer theory is the Dempster combi-
nation rule [17], which produces counterintuitive results when strong conflict
exists among the sources that are combined [24]. The transferable belief model
of Smets [18] also relies on the concept of BBA, but it removes the assumption
m(∅) = 0. The removal of this assumption applies when the frame of reference
is not exhaustive, so it is reasonable to believe that another event, not modeled
in the considered frame, will occur. This allows for a refined conjunctive rule
that is more robust than the Dempster combination rule in the presence of
conflicting evidence [4]. However, this rule and the Dempster combination rule
rely on the distinctness assumption with regard to the sources. This limitation
can be avoided using an interaction rule called the cautious rule of combina-
tion [5], which is associative, commutative and idempotent. The use of the rule
is also appropriate when all the sources are considered to be reliable and the
assumption of independence is not required.

Definition 3 (Weight Function) Let m be a generic BBA. Then, the
relative weight function w : 2Ω \ Ω → R

+ is defined as:

w(γa) =
∏

γb⊇γa

q(γb)
(−1)|γb|−|γa|+1

, ∀γa ∈ 2Ω \ Ω (2)

Definition 4 (CautiousRule ofCombination (�)) Let m1 and m2

be two generic BBAs with weight functions w1 and w2, respectively. Then, their
aggregation using the cautious rule of combination is defined by the following
weight function:

w1�2(γa) = min(w1(γa), w2(γa)), ∀γa ∈ 2Ω \Ω (3)

The data aggregation algorithm works with the weight function w(·), which
is obtained using the commonality function q(·) derived from the initial set of
BBAs. Table 1 shows the function w1�2(·) obtained by applying the cautious
combination rule to the weight functions w1 and w2. From now on, wij(·) will
denote the weight function obtained by applying the cautious combination rule
to two generic weight functions wi(·) and wj(·).
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Table 1. Application of the cautious combination rule.

BBA ∅ a b Ω

w1(·) 1.0 0.5 0.3
w2(·) 0.8 0.7 0.2

w1�2(·) 0.8 0.5 0.2

Definition 5 (DiscountingFunction) Let m be a generic BBA. Then,
the relative discounting function mα(γa) is defined as follows:

mα(γa) =

{
α m(γa) for γa ⊂ Ω

1− α+ α m(γa) for γa = Ω

where α ∈ [0, 1] is called the discounting factor.

Table 2. BBA m(·) and its relative discounting function mα(·) (α = 0.2).

BBA ∅ a b Ω

m(·) – 0.30 0.40 0.30
w(·) 1.40 0.50 0.40

m0.2(·) – 0.06 0.08 0.86
w0.2(·) 1.00 0.93 0.91

Table 2 shows an example of BBA m(·) and its relative discounting function
mα(·) obtained for α = 0.2. The table also presents the weight functions
associated with the two BBAs.

4. Data Fusion Methodology

The goal is to create a model that represents the interdependencies and the
communications channels between critical infrastructures as a graph structure.
The model embeds the notion of degree of coupling based on the general model
of Rinaldi et al. [16] and the specific assumptions described earlier.

4.1 Motivation

In order to motivate the choice of the model, consider n = 5 dependent
critical infrastructures that can be affected by failures or threats. Each infras-
tructure is able to produce one BBA expressed as a weight function w(·) from
the physical and cyber events detected by the aggregation agents. The frame
of discernment is Ω = {a, b, c} where a denotes a possible physical failure, b a
possible cyber intrusion or attack and c a normal functioning level.
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Figure 1. Resources exchanged by the infrastructures.

Assume that the set of systems is geographically distributed and generi-
cally corresponds to the infrastructures of a city district. The scenario, derived
from [10], incorporates a hydroelectric power station that feeds a power distri-
bution station through a transmission network (not modeled for simplicity). A
base transceiver station (BTS) provides telecommunications services required
by the SCADA systems of the power distribution station and water pumping
station. The base transceiver system receives electricity from the power distri-
bution station. The water pumping station receives electricity from the power
distribution station to operate automation devices and water pumps. Failures
occurring in the considered infrastructures may produce disruptions at a hospi-
tal that receives water from the water pumping station and electricity from the
power distribution station. In addition, the hospital may suffer a disruption
during a malfunction of the base transceiver system, which provides mobile
communications.

Figure 1 shows the dependency layer of the scenario. Assume that the in-
frastructures can exchange information regarding possible failures or threats.
Communications employ virtual private network links between the infrastruc-
tures that exhibit non-negligible dependencies.

The model introduced in the following section is able to capture the various
couplings between the infrastructures and implement information sharing to
enhance situational awareness in the infrastructures.

4.2 Weighted Digraphs

Formally, the model is represented as a weighted digraph G = (V , E(t),Q)
where V = {v1, ..., vn} with n > 1 is the vertex set, E(t) = {eij} is the edge set
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and Q = {qij} with qij ∈ P = {l,m, h} is the set of weight indices associated
with each edge eij in G. It is assumed that G has no loops. Note that:

An element vi of V represents an agent denoting infrastructure i.

An element eij of E(t) represents the degree of coupling between agents
vi and vj .

An element qij of Q represents the weight index corresponding to the
degree of coupling of agent vj on agent vi.

The graph G represents the dependency layer, where each infrastructure or
agent vj , by combining its direct confidence with the confidences of all the
dependent agents vi, obtains a distributed confidence that expresses the oper-
ative level of agent vj . For the sake of simplicity, technical aspects regarding
how communications are realized are abstracted away. More precisely, it is
assumed that the graph G that encodes the network dependence is supported
by the communications layer. In other words, communications can always be
established between a pair of nodes vi and vj with coupling wij if and only if
a non-negligible dependence eij ∈ E(t) exists.

Four assumptions are made regarding the network of agents: (i) graph G
has at least a rooted spanning tree; (ii) every node v ∈ V produces a local
BBA expressed as a weight function w(·) called the direct confidence; (iii) node
communications are asynchronous (i.e., at any time tk, only a pair of agents
(vi, vj) interacts); and (iv) each agent can store the current direct confidence,
the direct confidences of its ancestors and the distributed confidence that is
computed via node aggregation.

4.3 Agent Interactions

In the proposed framework, agent actions are modeled using a gossip algo-
rithm [1], which is defined in terms of the triplet {S,R, e} where:

S = {s1, ..., sn} is the set containing the local states si ∈ R
q of each

agent vi in the network such that si(t) = (wi(t, γ1), .., wi(t, γq)) at time t
with q = |2Ω \ Ω|.
R is the interaction rule based on the cautious operator � and the dis-
counting function r(·) where any two agents vi, vj ∈ V with eij ∈ E(t)
yield R : Rq × R

q → R
q such that:

sj(t) = (wj(t, γ1) � r(wi(t, γ1)), ..., wj(t, γq) � r(wi(t, γq))) (4)

r(wi(t, γa)) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
rl(wi(t, γa)) = min(1, wi(t, γa) + 0.4) if qij = l

rm(wi(t, γa)) = min(1, wi(t, γa) + 0.25) if qij = m

rh(wi(t, γa)) = wi, (t, γa) if qij = h
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Table 3. BBA mf
i (0) applied to node vi in case of link failure of eij .

BBA ∅ a b c ab ac bc Ω

mf
i (0) – 0.10 0.10 – 0.40 – – 0.40

e is the edge selection process that specifies the edges eij selected at time
t.

When updating the generic agent vj with an incoming agent vi, a discount-
ing function r(·) is applied to the weight function wi(·) according to the degree
of coupling of vj on vi. Note that the choice of the discounting function is gen-
erally application-dependent. The function given above is an effective choice
for the case study. When the degree of coupling is high (qij = h), the discount-
ing function leaves wi(·) unchanged. However, when the coupling is medium
or low (qij = m or qij = l, respectively), the discounting function applies a
decreasing constant factor to wi(·). This way, the refined r(wi(·)) approaches
the neutral element w⊥ (unit vector consisting only of one values) with respect
to the cautious operator to handle low couplings. In order to render the algo-
rithm robust to communications link failures, when the edge selection process
e extracts one or more links eij that are unavailable at a certain time t, the

algorithm associates the BBA mf
i (·) to nodes vi that cannot communicate with

node vj that performs the update. The BBA mf
i (·) reported in Table 3 im-

plements the worst-case policy that increases the credibility of failures a and b
when no information is available about the state of operation of agent vi.

The proposed methodology is formalized as Algorithm 1, which extends the
approach proposed by Ducourthial et al. [8].

4.4 Graph Construction

Based on the model and the example scenario, a graph G with n = 5 agents
was constructed where each agent modeled a specific infrastructure and each
link modeled the dependency existing between the corresponding infrastruc-
tures. The assignment of weights considered the incident data collected by van
Eeten et al. [23] and the application of the method based on the occurrence
of historical cascading faults described earlier. For each infrastructure i, let
Rj =

Nj

Ni
be the number of historical faults Nj initiated in infrastructure j

that produced a fault in infrastructure i calculated over the total number of
cascading failures Ni affecting infrastructure i. For each dependency between
infrastructures i and j, four cases exist: (i) qij = h when Rj ≥ 80%; (ii)
qij = m when 80% > Rj ≥ 20%; (iii) qij = l when 20% > Rj ≥ 5%; and (iv) a
negligible dependency (not modeled as an edge) when Rj < 5%. Because there
was no mention of cascading failures occurring among the different infrastruc-
tures of the energy sector, it was decided to associate a high dependency on
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Algorithm 1 : Gossip algorithm.

1: procedure GossipAlgorithm(sj(0) ∀ j ∈ 1, ..., N)
2: while stop condition do
3: for each edge eij ∈ E(t) according to e do

Update the state of agent j according to R:
4: if qij = l then
5: sj(t+ 1) = sj(t) � rl(si(t))
6: else
7: if qij = m then
8: sj(t+ 1) = sj(t) � rm(si(t))
9: else

10: sj(t+ 1) = sj(t) � rh(si(t))
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: t = t+ 1
15: end while
16: Return sj(tstop) ∀ i ∈ 1, ..., N
17: end procedure

the power distribution station of the hydroelectric station and to consider it as
an autonomous system.

Figure 2 shows the dependency layer graph G for the example scenario where
each edge is labeled with the service provided and the relative degree of cou-
pling. Note that the l, m and h denote low, medium and high degrees of
coupling, respectively. The resulting system can be modeled as a multi-agent
platform for distributed data aggregation, where each agent produces a BBA
expressing the possible critical event(s) and interacts with other agents via a
communications channel.

5. Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results obtained for two situations in
the example scenario: (i) the network topology G is stable (i.e., the set of agents
V and the set of edges E are both static); and (ii) the network topology G is
dynamic (i.e., the set of agents V is static and the set of edges E is dynamic
(time-varying)). For each of the two situations, two cases were considered: (i)
the direct confidence produced by each agent is static; and (ii) the direct confi-
dence produced by each agent is dynamic (i.e., time-varying). In the situation
where the network topology is dynamic, it is assumed that, at each time step,
the graph G is connected and corresponds to a rooted spanning tree. For all four
cases, the pignistic transformation [19] was used to transform the convergent
normalized BBA m(·) to a probability measure Pm = Bet(m) as follows:
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Figure 2. Dependency layer graph G for the example scenario.

Pm(γa) =
∑

∅�=γb⊆Ω

m(γb)
|γa ∩ γb|

|γb| , γa ∈ 2Ω (5)

This measure is useful to decision makers because it quantifies the probability
of occurrence of the operational states of an infrastructure.

5.1 Static Network Topology

This section presents the simulation results obtained for the two cases of
static and dynamic direct confidence of agents given a static network topology.

Static (Time-Invariant) Confidence. This case considers a stable net-
work topology G where the set of agents V and the set of edges E are both static
and the direct confidence of the agents is time-invariant. Table 4 shows the sim-
ulation results in terms of the convergent BBAs obtained at time t = 5 and
based on a specific set of BBAs for the system of five agents at time t = 0. The
results show that agent v4, which monitors the hospital, starts with a proba-
bility of normal functioning Pm4(t = 0) = 0.55 and reaches a lower probability
of normal functioning Pm4(t = 5) = 0.38. This can be explained by the fact
that the water pumping station and the power distribution grid maintain stable
normal functioning levels over time.

Dynamic (Time-Varying) Confidence. This case considers a stable
network topology G where the set of agents V and the set of edges E are both
static and the direct confidence of the agents varies over time. Table 5 shows the
simulation results in terms of the convergent BBAs obtained at time t = 43 and
based on a specific set of BBAs for the system of five agents through dynamic
observations of agents v2 and v3 at time t = 40. The results show that agent v4,
starts with a probability of normal functioning Pm4(t = 0) = 0.55 and reaches
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Table 4. Simulation results (static network topology; static agent confidence).

BBA ∅ a b c ab ac bc Ω

m1(0) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(0) – – – 0.50 – – – 0.50
m3(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m4(0) – – 0.10 0.30 – 0.15 0.15 0.30
m5(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40

m1(t) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(t) – – – 0.50 – – – 0.50
m3(t) 0.11 – 0.17 0.20 – 0.09 0.09 0.34
m4(t) 0.09 – 0.09 0.27 – 0.14 0.14 0.27
m5(t) 0.11 – 0.18 0.18 – 0.09 0.09 0.35

Table 5. Simulation results (static network topology; dynamic agent confidence).

BBA ∅ a b c ab ac bc Ω

m1(0) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(0) – – – 0.50 – – – 0.50
m3(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m4(0) – – 0.10 0.30 – 0.15 0.15 0.30
m5(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m2(40) – 0.05 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.05 – 0.25
m3(40) – – 0.30 0.20 – 0.20 0.10 0.20

m1(t) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(t) – 0.05 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.05 – 0.25
m3(t) 0.12 0.05 0.30 0.13 0.05 0.14 0.07 0.14
m4(t) 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.20
m5(t) 0.12 0.01 0.19 0.16 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.32

a lower probability of normal functioning Pm4(t = 43) = 0.29. This can be
explained by the fact that the normal functioning of the power distribution
grid has decreased credibility.

Additionally, it was discovered that, if the direct confidences change at time
t′ with t′ > t where t is the convergence time before the dynamic observations
occur, then the edge selection policy does not influence the convergent BBAs.
On the other hand, if the direct confidences change at time t′ < t, then the
edge selection policy causes the network to reach a different equilibrium point
for the convergent BBAs.
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Table 6. Simulation results (dynamic network topology; static agent confidence).

BBA ∅ a b c ab ac bc Ω

m1(0) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(0) – – – 0.50 – – – 0.50
m3(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m4(0) – – 0.10 0.30 – 0.15 0.15 0.30
m5(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40

m1(t) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(t) 0.02 – 0.02 0.48 – – – 0.48
m3(t) 0.17 0.02 0.19 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.26
m4(t) 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.20 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.21
m5(t) 0.13 0.01 0.19 0.16 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.32

5.2 Dynamic Network Topology

This section presents the simulation results obtained for the two cases of
static and dynamic direct confidence of agents given a dynamic network topol-
ogy.

Static (Time-Invariant) Confidence. This case considers a dynamic
network topology G where the set of agents V is static, the set of edges E
varies over time and the direct confidence of the agents is time-invariant. In
the dynamic topology, it is assumed that, at each time step, the set of edges
E(t) may or may not contain some of the edges, e23, e24, e25, e34 and e54, so
that the graph G is always connected and exhibits at least a rooted spanning
tree. For each link, the probability of failure is assumed to be Pf = 0.5.

Table 6 shows the simulation results in terms of the convergent BBAs ob-
tained at time t = 31. The results show that agent v4 starts with a probability
of normal functioning Pm4(t = 0) = 0.55 and reaches a lower probability of
normal functioning Pm4(t = 31) = 0.29. This can be explained by the occur-

rence of several link failures that are managed by considering mf
i (·) as a BBA

for a node vi that cannot communicate with node vj .

Dynamic (Time-Varying) Confidence. This case considers a dynamic
network topology G where the set of agents V is static, the set of edges E varies
over time and the direct confidence of the agents varies over time. In the
dynamic topology, it is assumed that, at each time step, the set of edges E(t)
may or may not contain some of the edges, e23, e24, e25, e34 and e54, so that
the graph G is always connected and exhibits at least a rooted spanning tree.
Table 7 shows the simulation results in terms of the convergent BBAs obtained
at time t = 50 and based on a specific set of BBAs for the system of five
agents through dynamic observations of agents v2 and v3 at time t = 40. The
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Table 7. Simulation results (dynamic network topology; dynamic agent confidence).

BBA ∅ a b c ab ac bc Ω

m1(0) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(0) – – – 0.50 – – – 0.50
m3(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m4(0) – – 0.10 0.30 – 0.15 0.15 0.30
m5(0) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m2(5) – – 0.20 0.20 – 0.10 0.10 0.40
m3(5) – – 0.10 0.30 – 0.15 0.15 0.30

m1(t) – – – 0.70 – – – 0.30
m2(t) – 0.05 0.30 0.10 0.25 0.05 – 0.25
m3(t) 0.31 0.04 0.24 0.11 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.11
m4(t) 0.16 0.03 0.13 0.21 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.20
m5(t) 0.12 0.01 0.19 0.16 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.32

simultaneous changes of links and direct confidences of the agents over time
causes the network to reach a different equilibrium point.

6. Conclusions

The data fusion methodology described in this chapter enables interdepen-
dent critical infrastructures to exchange information about possible threats
and failures in order to increase situational awareness. The effectiveness of the
methodology was demonstrated using a realistic scenario of critical infrastruc-
tures with different degrees of coupling that produce early warnings of possible
physical and cyber events. Simulation results reveal that the methodology is
robust to communications link failures and converges after the last dynamic
observations of the infrastructures. Future work will focus on mathematical
proofs of convergence for the static and dynamic network configurations.
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